
Process Critical Caveats!
CRITICAL INFORMATION:

• THE INFORMATION BELOW IS DIRECTLY RELATED TO YOUR NEGOTIATION PROCESS, AND PARTICIPATION STATUS WITH THE MAJOR INSURANCE COMPANIES. PLEASE READ THEM CAREFULLY;
• DISCLAIMER: THE INFORMATION LISTED HERE IS DYNAMIC AND MAY CHANGE AT ANY TIME WITHOUT NOTICE. THEREFORE, WE STRONGLY RECOMMEND YOU TO RELY ON INSURANCE VERIFICATION;
• PER THE ACKNOWLEDGED SERVICE AGREEMENT, THE CONTENTS OF THIS FILE IS INTENDED SOLELY FOR THE ADDRESSEE(S) AND CONTAINS CONFIDENTIAL AND/OR PRIVILEGED INFORMATION AND 
MAY BE LEGALLY PROTECTED FROM DISCLOSURE.

Network Participations, Plans  & Exclusions

Aetna does not stack networks. This means they will not add a provider through an umbrella company if they can see that the office's location already 
has providers active through other networks. They also require all providers to follow the same fee schedule as one another. Additionally, with Aetna, 

we need to terminate not only all the providers currently working at that location but, all the locations that our client is being shown active through 
Aetna's website. With that said, we will let you know as we need to terminate the contract you have with them in order for them to see the new contract 
we are going to be signing you up with. (This will likely leave you as OON for for a certain period of time. But, you still will be able to see patients and bill for OON 

benefits. We've seeing Aetna often being one of the best payors for OON benefits).

Ameritas has 3 networks: Classic (PPO), Classic (PPO) & Plus, and Value. Zelis accesses the Classic PPO network only.

Anthem has 2 PPO networks; Prime & Complete. The Prime Network is the 100/200/300 plans and the Complete is just the 300 plans.
There is a limitation for the Networks if signing up with Careington or Zelis, they would only access the Complete 300 network (which is the biggest 

PPO network). Careington or Zelis do not access Traditional, Flex Dental, FEP Dental, or GRID and GRID+ Networks.

Signing up with Umbrella Companies will give you access to the DPPO patients only. Cigna has 2 types of networks: DPPO is through the patient's 
Employer or School and DPPO Advantage is through Healthcare.gov and direct purchase. DPPO patients are included in the DPPO Advantage plan.  

Cigna is not a good payor for OON Benefits so we do not recommend you to see DPPO Advantage's patients once you become OON for them.

Delta has 2 networks: PPO and Premier. 

PPO is the lower fee schedule
Premier is the higher fee schedule 

As a rule, it is beneficial for dentists to be a 'Premier only' dentist (explanation below on why that is). However, in majority of the states, 
Delta no longer allows dentists to become 'premier only' by dropping 'ppo network'. In reality, most states have some regulation that if a 

dentist meets, they would have the option to go 'premier only' but delta doesn't publish that and actively discourages dentists from 
dropping 'ppo network' by not explaining well how 'premier only' works. 

Delta now offers 2 types of policies:

PPO only 
PPO+Premier 

Dentists generally credential as PPO+Premier or Premier only. A dentist can potentially be credentialed as PPO only but there is no 
advantage to not adding premier. If a dentist is credentialed only as a PPO dentist, that is likely due to some error or not understanding the 

premier level properly. In that case though, the dentist would NOT have the option to go premier only even in states where he/she may 
meet the requirement. 

The reason is that for almost all the states that still allow premier only status, the dentist would have to already have been part of the 
premier network as a PPO+Premier dentist and delta would remove the PPO network from their profile. There are very very few states 

remaining where a dentist can become 'premier only' without having to meet some requirements.

If a patient either has PPO or PPO + Premier, and the patient goes to a PPO + Premier dentist, the dentist would be 'in-network' but the 
dentist would get reimbursed on the lower PPO fee schedule. If a patient has PPO + Premier policy, and he/she goes to a 'premier only' 

dentist, the dentist would get reimbursed on the higher premier fee schedule. If the patient has a PPO only policy, and the dentist is 
'premier only', then the dentist is out of network with the PPO only patient.

According to Delta, as of end of 2019, 91% of the policies they write are PPO + Premier and 9% are PPO only. 'Premier only' policies no 
longer exist. As a result, if the dentist drops PPO and becomes 'premier only, the dentist remains in network with 91% of the delta patients 

and becomes out of network with 9% of the patients. As you can see, a hefty fee increase for 91% of the patients more than makes up for 
the loss of 9% of patients which is why our recommendation is to always try and become 'premier only'. 

However, there are a few additional caveats that a dentist evaluating going 'premier only' should be aware of:

1. Even though a patient may have a PPO+Premier policy, some policies have lower benefits for premier dentists. For example a patient 
may have a $50 deductible if he/she goes to a PPO or PPO+Premier dentist but a $100 deductible if the patient goes to a premier only 

dentist

2. In some states, delta doesn't publish the premier fee schedule resulting in the dental office having to build the premier fee schedule by 
sending claims and seeing what reimbursements they get or sending pre-authorizations. 

3. Often times, school districts as well as individually bought policies are PPO only, as a result, if a dental office is next to a school district 
and seeing a lot of employees, their ratio of PPO only patients may be higher than the 9% nationwide.

If a dentist is eligible to go premier only, we strongly recommend them to take that option as dentists can always go back to PPO only but 
the option to go premier only is gradually going away. In states that the option has gone away, delta has grandfathered the premier only 
status. However, we still recommend that the dental office take a sample of around 40 delta patients and call delta or login to the delta 

portal to see if the patient has any premier benefits. Based on the ratio of the patients that are PPO only vs PPO + Premier, a dental office 
can make a more informed decision on whether going 'premier only' is a good option for them."
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DNOA represents BCBS of TX, IL, NM, Kansas City, OK, MT, Dearborn National (not in KS, MS or CA). Careington and Zelis only access the DPPO 
network (not FEP, DNoA Pro, Labor, Labor+, and Shared.) 

Connection Dental and GEHA are the same company. GEHA (Insurance for Federal Employees) owns Connection Dental. Careington accesses the 
following dental plans with GEHA: FEDVIP Standard Option, FEDVIP High Option and Connection Dental Plus.
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Humana's relationship with Careington is a bit hit or miss. Some clients are seeing Humana claims paid under Careington and some are not. Even with 
the clients that are seeing claims paid via Careington, we are finding that the Humana PPO plan are getting paid via careington but the traditional 
preferred (DTP) plans are not. However, no one at Careington or Humana has been able to confirm that. 

Our recommendation with Humana is either 
A) stay OON and inform the patients that you are out of network and there may be significantly higher out of pocket costs potentially; 
B) wait for maybe 6 months to see if Humana claims begin paying off of Careington; 
C) join Humana direct knowing that the fee schedule may not be great, or 
D) if you're in IN, OH, or TN, contract with Zelis to pick up Humana.

When accessing Metlife through Umbrella Companies you will only have access to the PDP Plus and FEDVIP patients. You will be OON with PDP 
patients. Metlife has been taking a long time to add providers through a 3rd party, specifically Careington. We have had providers be OON for up to 1 
year previously. We have seen improved timeframes recently but please keep in mind that this could be a potential outcome. One positive note is that, 

Metlife is one of the best payors for OON benefits and typically pays your full UCR.

**Connection Dental does not access FEDVIP Plan.**

United Healthcare has many different plans and there is no way to know exactly which ones you will access through Careington until UHC starts seeing 
you active through them. However, if they are not accessing the main PPO plans, we are able to put in a ticket with them to add the missing PPO plans 
but there is no guarantee. If you previously had a direct contract with them there is a possibility they will refuse to add these. If this is an issue for your 

practice, we can try to renegotiate better fees for you to consider signing up with them directly again.

United Concordia only accesses the Elite Plus network through Zelis and Alliance Network through DHA. You will be out of network with all other 
Commercial Plans. The only way to be in-network with Tricare (Military Plans) is through direct contract. 

Additional Information

TIMELINE

The umbrella companies take 30-90 days to complete the credentialing process. After it is completed, they will send your information over to the 
insurance companies. We will reach out to each company and see if they see you active with whichever company we have signed up for; this can take 

another 30-90 days. Please note that in our experience Aetna and MetLife are two companies that often take longer than 90 days. Please recognize that 
we can't control the processing time and connections from the companies we work with. The best we can do is to influence them through our periodic 
calls and letters to try to speed up the process. Starting 2020 post COVID, we have seen these times drastically increase. Our goal is simply to provide 

you with the best information at that time and allow you to make a decision. There are occasions when the right decision was made per the information 
at that time; however, insurance companies decided to change the goal post requiring us to move to plan B or adjust our plans. Please always remember 
- PPO Profits is in your team. We are in essence taking the best decisions geared towards getting highest reimbursements. This does mean a increased 

timelines, frustrations, and uncertainty. The PPO Profits process is designed for highest fees, not highest certainty or speed
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CLAIMS Umbrella companies do not process claims so they should be submitted to the insurances companies directly. 

CAREINGTON DISCOUNT PLANS

Careington sells a discount plan that uninsured patients can buy from them. If a patient comes to your office, you will honor the fees of the discount plan 
assigned to your office. Because this is not an insurance plan, the assigned fees are to be paid 100% by the patient (meaning there is no need to send 

claims). You can also charge your lab fees along with an OSHA fee/per visit. Most providers do not see many of these patients a month. Most providers 
do not see many of these patients a month (but the discount plans are becoming a little more popular).

RETROACTIVE DATES

The following companies work with retroactive effective dates: UHC, Principal, Ameritas, GEHA, UCCI, Anthem, DNOA, Lincoln Financial, BC of CA, BS 
of CA, This means that we expect that your effective date with these companies will be the same as the umbrella company that they will access you 

through. This is not applied to the following companies: MetLife, Guardian, and Aetna. *This information was collected from our experience with our 
current providers and may change at any time.

SMALL/LOCAL INSURANCES

We don't work with small local insurances (even if included on the Careington/Zelis/DHA Client List). We only work with the 15 major nationwide 
insurances on our spreadsheet. Because we do not work with small/local insurances, we are unable to give you guidance about signing up/participating 
with them. Keep in mind many small/local insurances piggyback on larger insurances therefore signing up directly with them may hurt our process. You 

may notice you're accessing a small/local insurance through Careington/Zelis/DHA, but you will need to reach out to them directly to get further 
information such as your participation status, fee schedule that is being followed, etc.


